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Countdown 1945 : The ExtrCountdown 1945 : The Extraordinary Story of the Atomic Bomb and the 116 Daaordinary Story of the Atomic Bomb and the 116 Days That Changed theys That Changed the
WWorldorld by Chris Wallace
A Fox News Sunday anchor and a Pulitzer Prize-winning AP investigative journalist present a behind-the-scenes account of the secret
meetings, global events, leadership decisions and civilian realities that led to the Hiroshima bombing.

Also aAlso available in audiovailable in audio

DeweDewey Defeats Ty Defeats Truman : The 1948 Election and the Battle for Americaruman : The 1948 Election and the Battle for America's Soul's Soul by A. J. Baime
A look at the 1948 election pitting incumbent president Harry Trump against New York governor Thomas Dewey, which took place
against momentous international events including the emerging Cold War.

Our Time is Now : POur Time is Now : Powerower, Purpose, and the Fight for a Fair America, Purpose, and the Fight for a Fair America by Stacey Abrams
"Voter suppression has plagued America since its inception, and so has the issue of identity-who is really American and what that means.
When tied together, as they are in our modern politics, citizens are harmed in overt, subtle, and even personal ways.Stacey Abrams
experienced the effects firsthand, running one of the most unconventional races in modern politics as the Democratic nominee for the
governorship in Georgia and the first black woman major party nominee in American history.

Night of the Assassins : The Untold Story of Hitler's Plot to Kill FDR, Churchill, and StalinNight of the Assassins : The Untold Story of Hitler's Plot to Kill FDR, Churchill, and Stalin by Howard
Blum
The Edgar Award-winning author of American Lightning documents the true story of how a Secret Service agent and his unlikely Soviet
partner foiled a Nazi plot to assassinate Roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin during the 1943 Tehran conference.

PPerfectly Werfectly Wounded : A Memoir About What Happens After a Mirounded : A Memoir About What Happens After a Miracleacle by Douglas Michael Day
A retired U.S. Navy SEAL discusses his work as a Special Operation Command Wounded Warrior Advocate and the founder of Warrior
Tribe, the non-profit organization he founded to provide help for veterans and trauma survivors.

Which Country Has the WWhich Country Has the World's Best Health Care?orld's Best Health Care? by Ezekiel Emanuel
A prominent doctor and bioethicist sets out to find the world’s best country for healthcare, including Taiwan, Germany, Australia and
Switzerland, and how the most effective health providers handle the challenges of providing good care.

What YWhat You Need to Know About Vou Need to Know About Voting--and Whoting--and Whyy by Kim Wehle
A thorough examination of the specifics of voting in the U.S. Constitutional scholar and law professor Wehle has designed this book as a
guide for those seeking greater insight into a variety of related topics, including the slippery concept of the right to vote, the background
basics of voting, and the structural barriers to voting.

Stealing Our DemocrStealing Our Democracy : How the Pacy : How the Political Assassination of a Goolitical Assassination of a Govvernor Threatens Our Nationernor Threatens Our Nation by Don
Siegelman
Former Alabama Governor Don Siegelman was the most successful and promising politician in modern Alabama history, that is until
Siegelman's enemies dragged him into court with biased prosecutors and a corrupt judge. Rather than meet his potential, Governor
Siegelman was sentenced to eighty-eight months, locked away as a political prisoner. In Stealing Our Democracy, Siegelman tells his side
of the story, a story with damning implications for anyone who believes that democracy and the criminal justice system cannot be
exploited for political gain.
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The 300 : The Inside Story of the Missile Defenders Guarding America Against Nuclear AttackThe 300 : The Inside Story of the Missile Defenders Guarding America Against Nuclear Attack by
Daniel Wasserbly
Describes the establishment of the 100th Missile Defense Brigade, an operating unit at Fort Greely in Alaska and Schriever Air Force
Base in Colorado Springs, tasked with being prepared to destroy an inflight ballistic missile.

The Book of Rosy : A Mother's Story of SeparThe Book of Rosy : A Mother's Story of Separation at the Borderation at the Border by Rosayra Pablo Cruz
"From a mother whose children were taken from her at the U.S. border by the American government in 2018 and another mother who
helped reunite the family, a crucial, searing story about the immigration odyssey, family separation and reunification, and thepower of
individuals to band together to overcome even the most cruel and unjust circumstances"

The DemagogueThe Demagogue's Pla's Playbook : The Battle for American Democrybook : The Battle for American Democracy from the Facy from the Founders to Tounders to Trumprump by Eric
A. Posner
"Cuts through the hyperbole and hysteria that often distorts assessments of our republic, particularly at this time." - Alan Taylor, winner
of the 2014 Pulitzer Prize for History What-and who-is a demagogue? How did America's Founders envision the presidency? What
should a constitutional democracy look like-and how can it be fixed when it appears to be broken? Something is definitely wrong with
Donald Trump's presidency, but what exactly?

ExExercise of Percise of Power : America and the Power : America and the Post-Cold Wost-Cold War War Worldorld by Robert Michael Gates
The former Secretary of Defense and author of the best-selling Duty offers a candid, sweeping examination of American executive
powers and how they have been exercised with positive and negative results by American Presidents throughout the post-Cold War era.

Fast, feast, repeat : the comprehensivFast, feast, repeat : the comprehensive guide to delae guide to delayy, don, don't den't deny® intermittent fasting--including they® intermittent fasting--including the
28-da28-day fast starty fast start by Gin Stephens
In this guide to moving toward an intermittent fasting (IF) lifestyle, the author shares her IF protocol—the culmination of three years of
following the latest IF and autophagy research out of top universities as well as coaching tens of thousands of people via her online
communities. Original. 50,000 first printing. Illustrations.

A FA Furious Sky : The Fivurious Sky : The Five-Hundred-Ye-Hundred-Year History of Americaear History of America's Hurricanes's Hurricanes by Eric Jay Dolin
The best-selling author of Leviathan urges readers to prepare for the probable consequences of incrementally devastating future
hurricanes, in a 500-year chronicle of the formidable impact of hurricanes on American history prior to global climate change.
Illustrations.

The Hardest Job in the WThe Hardest Job in the World : The American Presidencyorld : The American Presidency by John Dickerson
The award-winning 60 Minutes correspondent and former anchor of Face the Nation explains how the branches of government differ
from founder intentions and how presidential leadership has become more about campaigns and unrealistic expectations than job
suitability. Illustrations.
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